
 

WESTBURY FOOTBALL CLUB 

2016/2017 SEASON MATCH REPORTS 

DEC 2016 – MAY 2017 

Robbed is the word... 
December 11, 2016 
 
22 very muddied players walked off the churned up pitch, one set of Brackley boys celebrating and the other set of 
11 Westbury boys discussing the state of the pitch and the referee.  By far one of the strongest sides that Westbury 
has put out this season, with Marshall and Low both creating chances, midfield domination by O’Connell and 
Denton, and 4 wingers with speed and skill to set up chances (all 4 getting nominations for man of the match).  The 
irony of the game, was that every time we looked like scoring, the referee blew the whistle, even when there was 
advantage to be played.   Several extremely dubious offside calls and goal kicks which were corners meant that 
Westbury chased the game after conceding a soft goal (where both defence and goal keeper struggled to stay 
standing in the mud and get or hold on to the ball).     
  
Sliding around in the mud, was the nature of the game, with the centre circle being avoided by both teams, with 
Westbury really struggling to play the football that we were used to (play passing football at all).  Andrew Green 
playing left back had an excellent first half, offering an outlet and avenue to set up attacks on a dryer bit of ground, 
with Tubbs having one of the best games seen this season, coming on in the second half on the same side of the field 
and out playing the opposition number 9 centre forward and picking out pass after pass.  
  
It was interesting to see how many people from the team got a man of the match vote this week, Kell (2 votes) who 
played extremely well this week working the right flank, and taking players on as well as winning nearly every header 
from the throw, George, Jordan, Niel and Tubbs all got one vote, Felix got 3 votes, but it came down to Denton (4) 
and Charlie Haley (5) votes and Haley raising his man of the match pint to nearly the entire team who came down 
the pub (fines came from Dan Hill and Assistant Manager – very upset by this Steven who didn’t make it down the 
pub) also to fined – Jordan who went home for a shower rather than bonding with the team.   It has been noted that 
it was a very proud manager that stood in the pub looking at the team and its ethos, we are a great team and play 
for each other (just need a pitch that can play some football on!).  Haley although rotated, played with passion and 
skill looking moving the ball well and showing his old side that they clearly had made mistake by not playing 
him.  Charlie you are clearly a Westbury boy and deserved man of the match.  
  
Fines came multiple players who seem to have saved up (there was even a queue for the toilet) – Tubbs (sounded 
forced), Steve and Smithy.   Multiple fines for nutmeg Fitzgerald, Osborne, Wilks, with Osborne also getting the 
blame for the last goal and Shinna taking the brunt of the abuse for the first goal.  Final score 2:1 Brackley.  
  
Leon who was super grumpy channelled his anger (about the red kit, socks and the pitch) into valiant performance 
sliding around the pitch and displaying his usual calm and controlled influence, taking the ball down and picking 
passes, was also fined for forgetting his towel (borrowing the managers), wearing pink boxer shorts as was 
George.  Fitzgerald was only on the pitch 5 minutes before he was booked, with Tubbs and Osborne giggling away as 
to begin, both thought it was a joke (and that Liam knew the bloke that he was squaring up to).  The game had 
actually finished when Denton was booked for berating the cheating lines man and several players stood there in 
disbelief as the referee starting blowing his whistle at Denton.    
  
The only goal that stood for Westbury was Felix Low's effort, with the ball headed back across the box by Osborne 
(up from the back) from the corner taken by the Man of the match Haley (excellent corner bending away from the 
yard box towards the far post, with Tubbs moving/diving out of the way for Felix (shouting Felix’s) to drill the ball 
through the smallest of gaps into the bottom left corner.  A jubilant Westbury celebrated feeling that all their hard 
work had paid off and momentum that had been building spurred Westbury into new heights of play.  Dan Hill debut 
for the Westbury side showed his skill down the left flank despite the conditions combining well with Marshall who 
did his usual excellent job of holding the ball up, looking to turn players and cut in behind, working well with Felix 
Low.  



  
Despite momentum and clearly being the superior side, the conditions and the referee clearly were too much for 
Westbury with a deflection and a skidding (rather than stopping ball this time) ball played through by opposition 
number 6, the Brackley centre forward was through on goal, with an 1 on 1 with Shinna and the ball trickled in nearly 
stopping twice just touching the post with 10 minutes to play.    
  
Westbury in their usual pragmatic style continued to battle and nearly came back for the second time with Smithy 
going up top and Westbury creating attack after attack.  Robbed is the word that will use to describe this 
game.  Next week we are at home again to Tattenhoe.  We look forward to seeing our many our supporters there.  
 
Jack O'Connell return to the side is also imminent, thank you for coming out to watch us in the rain, it was great to 
see him bonding with the Westbury boys again.  Thank you to Mrs Tubbs for your continued support of the side (and 
your man) and to Matt Beck who came out, a new signing for the team recruited by Marshall.  It was fantastic to see 
our Chairman on the touchline looking himself again and joining the team down the pub wearing his Westbury jacket 
with pride (this week).  Thanks go to Tubbs for running the line in the first half and thanks to Smithy and Greenie 
who took up the flag in the second half.  Our excellent team down the pub, photos. 
 

           

 

Neil left us… 
December 23, 2016 
Final Score: 5:1 Tattenhoe at Home 
 
Up against 3rd in the league Tattenhoe, Westbury held their own in the first half, putting together some high quality 
football and even looking like they could win… with 3 missed scoring opportunities.   Dan Hill new signing came on 
early in the second half and showed his quick feet (receiving 3 man of the match votes – close to winning the sought 
after pint), with Danny Fenning back in the side battling and winning ball on the wing, Charlie Haley ran for a full 90 
minutes receiving two man of the match votes.  Steve Upstone worked hard at centre back, despite injury receiving 
one vote as did our legendary shot stopper Shinna.  Felix, although told by the manager that he wouldn’t get the 
man of match pint again (7th time this season) received the man of the match nomination narrowly beating Dan by 
one vote.  Another excellent performance from Felix, playing out of position in the centre of midfield.   We look 
forward to welcoming Mr Campbell and Mr Jack O'Connell back into the flock after Christmas.  
  
At half time, the team was told by Neil how to win… he promptly left and the first 20 minutes of the second half, 
Westbury went into disarray.  Conceding 4 goals very quickly, Westbury then found momentum with 4 passes from 
centre back to right wing, to centre forward and back to centre mid and scored (An excellent piece of movement, 
involving Osborne, Haley, Low and Marshall.  Greenie and Liam right and left back, played very attacking wingbacks 
often up with their wingers, stretching the Osborne and Upstone duo.  Tubbs moving back into the centre of midfield 
to try and stem the flow of goals worked hard, with Shinna saving the ball at point blank range several times to keep 
the score slightly respectable.  
  
Osborne bared the brunt of the fines (no change there), with criticism over the strategic move to allow Neil to leave, 
handball (not given) and very eloquent text message (Gangster), complaints over the socks (not being used as the kit 
was going to the dry cleaners (as Neil had left!) to be cooked in the tumble dryer), a swing and a miss, goal kicks 



consistently finding our centre mid but not leaving the floor and being late to the pub due to sorting out the kit, 
sweeping and mopping changing rooms, empty the bins, and talking to the president of the football club about the 
game.  It was noted how many of the Westbury side loitered outside the changing rooms discussing the loss rather 
than joining the team members taking down the nets.  Must encourage our team to continue as in past and all get 
involved.  Osborne was also fined for asking the opposition not too bang their boots on the concrete and ‘do it over 
the grass’ and getting mouth full of abuse from the opposition centre back.       
  
Fines: Neil for losing the game, leaving early; Dan Hill for scuff on the edge of the box (should have been a goal); 
Tubbs for megs, Kell for his Dad (verbal berating and incitement from the side lines) and for throwing the ball to the 
opposition, Liam for swing and miss, megs, falling over and says in the book – booked, sure that was the week 
before?? Charlie Haley for texting to say that he was going to be late (and was late); Jordan for chips?  Osborne 
didn’t get any chips or bread, very sad face as opposition came down the club and ate it all! 
  
It remains to say, big thank you to all the hard work of the chairman and secretary who marked out the pitch 
(despite actually saying it was potentially slightly too much for him at this early stage of recovery) and to wish all 
Westbury footballers a very merry Christmas and happy new year.   
  
A huge thank you must also go to Fizz our established head coach who continues to impress, with some of the best 
training sessions Westbury has had.   Thanks as always to Jenny and Nigel for looking after us, with Nigel being fined 
by his lovely other half for not turning up to the game.  Please note that the fines pot is up to £157 – we anticipate a 
very good Westbury Football night out on the 14th January – please make sure that you have put this in the 
calendar.   
  
Thanks to Tubbs for running the line and to Darren Laws for running the line second half.  There will be no training 
till after our first match on the 7th January at home against Steeple Claydon, and would encourage everyone to do 
their own fitness after all the turkey consumed.  Fizz promises the first training session back (10th January) will be 
super good to get everyone back in football shape.   
 
Westbury start the new year with a win 7:3 away to Yardley Gobion 
January 14, 2017 
 
Cold icy conditions gave way to bright sunshine and “wet squidgy” centre of the Yardley Gobion pitch was deemed 
playable.  With kit arriving slightly late with the skipper, the team was warmed up by AAM Fitzgerald and with the 
addition of new signing Nathan Woods (X Brackley Town), Westbury looked strong and fresh (recovered) from their 
hard training session with Head Coach Fizz.  
  
Westbury conceded a wonder goal from the Gobion number 9 which (we still think was un-intentional) that hit the 
inside corner of the upright. Shinna (immediately after) just stood looking up at the cross bar in shock disbelief.  Now 
chasing the game after 3 scoring chances missed, Westbury equalised courtesy of Andrew Smith (who describes the 
goal).  “I can’t remember as I scored so many today haha, Neil picked me out – putting in 30 yard ball, with the able 
Smithy taking it down, flicking off the side of the foot and slotted the ball through the keepers legs from six yards 
out” 
  
With the score 1:1, Westbury's confidence grew as did their dominance on the pitch, resulting in 3 more well worked 
and deserved goals.  Nathan Woods describes his goal (number 2), “Nathan got the ball in the centre of the pitch, 
controlling the ball and creating a wide open space,  (modest in his description) and in attempt to put the ball in the 
bottom corner, lobbed the goal keeper from 25 yrds out”. 
  
Goal number 3: “Charlie Haley coming off the right wing, received a ping point cross field ball from 'Smithy' (who had 
dropped wide), Charlie pushed on and tried to take it round the keeper, however the keeper came out and 
attempted to smother the ball, however Charlie managed to keep the ball, continuing past the keeper to the byline 
and then slotted the ball back across the box for the highly composed Smithy to tap in from 4 yards out.” 
  
The last goal of the first half came from Jordan Marshall (keen to get on the score sheet), Jordan 
describes:  “Marshall  went through the smallest of gaps (between 2 defenders standing less than a meter apart), 
splitting the defence wide open, and hit the ball with force across the goal face into the bottom left corner (which 



went through the hole in the net).  As a result, most people on the pitch thought Jordan had missed and no-one 
cheered” 
  
4:1 at half time, the spine of the team remained the same but the manager took the opportunity take off right and 
left back, replacements Tubbs and Lewis Lawes running onto the pitch with top off (fine), left wing replaced by 
Fitzgerald (who nearly scored) and centre forward replacement Tinders.  Ensuring rotation of squad and game time, 
the team continued to shine with 3 more goals coming in the second half, first from Smithy (prior to him him leaving 
the pitch smiling at his hat-trick).  Smithy talks us through his goal: “Jordan had a shot from outside the box, a good 
shot going low and left, the Gobion goal keeper managed to push it out, the ball fell nicely and like a ‘little goal 
poacher’ Smithy lifted the ball into the top of the net from tightest of angles with his 'left peg'.“ 
  
Goal number six came from Simon Tindle coming on for Smithy with 30 minutes to go, Tinders talks us through it: 
“Jordan stole the ball off the defender but the defender got back into position between Jordan and the goal.  Darren 
Lawes standing at the bar after, commented on how Tinders was the only man on the pitch that could have scored 
that goal.   Tinders thought that he would never get the ball, Tinders was completely surprised by Jordan's pass to 
him, but despite his surprise slotted the ball home, giving the goal keeper ‘the eyes’”. 
  
With the multiple team changes contributing to a patch of indecision, Gobion came back and scored 2 goals late into 
the second half.  However Neil O’Connell sealed the victory with fantastic wonder goal.  Neil describes his goal: 
“O'Connell cleared the ball from the edge of the Westbury area, putting into motion another Westbury counter 
attack, the ball then was returned to Neil O’Connell who had moved up the pitch to centre midfield position and 
from 33 yards out, Neil hit the ball with his left foot, shaping the shot which went over the keeper into the top 
corner of the goal, welding away in celebration (or as Liam commented Neil walked walked back to half way head 
down whilst his celebrating team mates surrounded him and jubilantly congratulating him) ” 
A great win for the team celebrated in style with 22 boys coming out for the accumulation of fines (£155+ raised), 
enjoying the excellent curry at Chilli Pepper and then continuing with competitive activities in Rumours public house 
and finishing with lots of flamboyant dancing in the Red Lion (several members not making it that far including the 
manager).  Training is on at 7:55, look forward to seeing all the boys recovered from Saturday night and ready for the 
local derby Padbury Away. 
 

    
 



 
 
 
 
 
 



Westbury win two on the trot – Padbury Away - 3 Nil Westbury 
January 21, 2017 
 
Fresh off the excellent win against Yardley, Westbury had a crowd of supporters gathered on the touch line, mostly 
Buckingham united who had turned out to watch their Chairman and many local Padbury/Buckingham who had 
heard out about the derby.  
  
Darren’s Lawes commented, the difference in body language between the Padbury side and the Westbury side 
emerging from the changing rooms spoke volumes, with a positive and energetic Westbury taking to field, and 
channelling the energy into playing football for each other (Visible team spirit).  Much of the game was won in the 
midfield with the 3 in centre park tactic employed by the manager (discussed at length with Mr Upstone), Felix Low 
(back from Sweden finally) joining the dynamic Woods (X Brackley Town) and O’Connell (MOM).   It was through the 
second ball, passing on players within the centre (lots of positive communication), cutting out passes and work rate 
that Westbury set up attack after attack (with the 3 goals scored flattering the Padbury side).  The Padbury goal 
keeper pulled off shot block, dive and fantastic save after another denying Smithy on multiple occasions. 
  
Goals came from Felix Low picking out Jordan Marshall, firstly by flicking the ball neatly over the defence into 
Marshall’s path, who took it on the bounce, and with deft touch clipped it over the Padbury goal keeper into the far 
corner from 20 yards out.  A jubilant Westbury celebrated.    
  
Jordan’s second goal came from a cross from Felix, rising high above the Padbury defence, hung in the air at far post 
and headed the ball back across the goal past the flailing arms of the diving goal keep into the top of the net at the 
near post.  A very well placed and tricky goal to score.  
  
Jack O’Connell finally back in the side after being taken out at the beginning of the season, pictures of the foot on 
the website still haunting the manager and assistant manager, Kell who had one of the best games seen this season, 
took on four players showing his quick feet, along the Padbury corner line, passed the ball into the well placed 
O’Connell who despite claims of only just touching the ball, was responsible for the final goal that finished Padbury 
off (3:0). 
  
Man of the match was extremely tricky with so many players putting in a performance and the voting reflected this 
with the Manager getting only one vote, Jordan top goal scorer of the day getting 3 votes, along with Felix and 
Charlie Haley.  Kell got 4 votes and would have likely won the MOM sought after pint, if he hadn’t had the penalty 
saved (and shouting at the ref and getting another yellow card).  Neil, who did his usual non-stop running, predicting 
play and cutting out ball after ball, tacking and opening out the middle got deserved recognition taking the pint with 
5 MOM votes.  
  
Neil has also volunteered to take on match report writing next week and we look forward to a non-edited version 
being posted next weekend.  Fines were nominated and collected by the ‘very able fund raiser’ Jack O’Connell (it is 
good to have you back) with Steve being fined for his girlish scream (not as good as the thigh slap celebration), nut 
meg and of course Steve’s pre-match routine, Jordan for his spinning on the spot and falling over, Tinders for his 
2yard miss from an excellent cross. Charlie Haley was fined for playing rock paper scissors and for losing.  Kell despite 
playing so well was fined for not passing the ball quick enough, getting booked for telling the ref he was not able to 
see, and for missing the penalty.   Denton was fined multiple times for his multiple bad corners (worse than Kells?), 
Liam for extravagant outside of the foot pass, the Manager was only fined 3 times (Leon wasn’t there) for (can’t read 
Jack’s scrawl) and Smithy was fined for 3 1 on 1’s and not scoring any (great game though Mr Smith). 
  
It was excellent to have the entire team (is compulsory!) go down the opposition public house and enjoy their food 
(which Steve complained took far too long) but was definitely worth waiting for (burgers, quality sausages and 
chippies - thank you to Paul Cooper for organising).  Choice photos of the team enjoying debrief and MOM, with 
Shinna raising a glass to the first clean sheet of 2017.  We have early kick off 1:30 next week at home as we take on 
Milton Keynes in the second round of the second division trophy.  As such we will need to be meeting at 12:20 
(playing purple with Leon in his own kit).  Thank you to Tubbs who ran the line for the first half and to George who 
took over in the second half.  Although 3 at the back worked this week, it is likely we will return to the classic 4 4 
2.  Look forward to seeing the team at training on Tuesday where Head coach will be putting in the third training 
session of the new year together.  Thanks to Fizz who has put us in great position through the training, clear from 
our improved levels of fitness and cohesion on the pitch.    



  
Two dates for diary - Manager and Chairman birthday proposed night out (drinkies) Saturday 11th February and 
Saturday 6th May Presentation evening (confirmed with Jenny Taylor - our amazing sponsor). 
 

    
 
 
Full-time Westbury 2 MK Wanderers 3 
January 28, 2017 
 
Westbury went into this game unbeaten in 2017, and on the back of consecutive victories against Padbury and 
Yardley Gobion. They reverted back to 4-4-2 with Shina in goal in front of a back 4 of Liam, Dave, Leon and George. 
Flea and Neil were in the centre of midfield, flanked by Charlie and Kel with Smithy and Jordan upfront. On the 
bench were Tubbs, Jack, Tinders and a worse-for-wear Steve. 
  
Westbury got off to a flying start and took the lead with just 5 minutes gone. Liam won the ball at right back and set-
off on a fast paced counter attack that saw the ball worked inside to Neil and Flea before the ball was played out 
wide to Charlie. Charlie ran at his man before cutting the ball inside to Smithy who feigned a shot, and with a drop of 
the shoulder left the defender for dead before firing across the keeper into the corner of the net. 
  
Rather than build on the excellent start, Westbury then disintegrated and allowed MK to take control of the game. 
An equaliser quickly followed when a partially cleared ball came fell to an unmarked striker. Everyone presumed he 
was offside, but the defence had not pushed out as a unit and the MK man had all the time in the world to pick his 
spot and fire past Shina. 
  
Mk then took the lead when the striker burst through the defence and Leon went for a slide tackle but missed the 
ball, and despite the ball going way too far ahead of the MK player, he fell over Leon’s outstretched leg and a penalty 
was awarded. The penalty was despatched down the middle with Shina already committed. 
  
Westbury tried to push forward but, despite creating a few opportunities, MK looked the more likely to extend their 
lead with Shina pulling off a couple of close range stops to keep the score down. Westbury were then given a lifeline 
when a ball over the top saw Smithies nick the ball from the defender who, in attempting to clear, brought down the 
striker. With Kel taken off of penalty duty this week, Smithy stepped up himself to slam home from the spot. It 
looked like that would see the teams go in at the break level, but right on half time MK put a good move together 
which ended up with the striker flicking the ball over his head with his heel into the path of his strike partner who 
made no mistake from close range. 
  
The half time whistle blew as soon as kick off was taken and MK led at the break 3-2. After one of the poorest halves 
of the season, Westbury came out much improved in the second half. The defence were looking a lot more solid and 
the team were winning and keeping possession more. Despite this, they found goal scoring chances hard to come by. 
A through ball to Smithy’s saw him stretch in vein to reach the ball, but the keeper came out bravely to smother the 
ball at his feet. 
  
Jordan skinned the left back with a neat flick over his head but his cross flashed across the goal with no one able to 
get a touch. Tinders came on and was unlucky with a header after neat build up play, but chances were few and far 
between. In fact the most eventful part of the half was when Tinders brought down the MK winger and then blamed 
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him for having the audacity to try a trick. The referee came over to have words, but only the most ardent of Geordie 
Shore fans will have known what was said without the use of subtitles. 
  
As Westbury pushed forward in search of an equaliser MK nearly scored a fourth in the last minute but Shina not 
only blocked the first shot with his legs, but he somehow managed to tip the rebound round the post diving low 
down to his right. There was just enough time for Leon to pull up with cramp before the referee blew the full-time 
whistle to ensure he got his mandatory fine. It has to be said that the MK winger had pulled up with cramp earlier 
than Leon and, in more spectacular fashion. Rolling around and punching the ground after a challenge from Flea, 
which left most people thinking it was something more serious. 
  
That double save at the end from Shina was enough to tip the vote in his favour for Man of the Match, with 
honourable mentions for both full backs Liam and George. Back to league action next week as Westbury look to 
bounce back against Marsh Gibbon.    
  
Westbury made it 3 league wins in a row 
February 4, 2017 
 

Westbury made it 3 league wins in a row for 2017 with a 3-2 victory that was a lot more comfortable than the score 

line suggested. Shina started in goal in front of a back four of George, Leon, Dave and Steve. The midfield was made 

up of Kel, Neil, Flea and Denton, with Smithy and Jordan up top. On the bench were Tubbs, Dan (Tom), Jack and 

Charlie. 

Westbury got off to a strong start and put Marsh Gibbon under pressure from the off. Denton had the first real 

opportunity, beating his man to get himself in a good position before pulling his shot wide. Good build up play then 

saw a ball over the top to Jordan who ran through with just the keeper to beat. He struck low and hard from just 

outside the area but his shot was also wide of the target. The chances kept coming though, this time Jordan 

rounding the keeper and firing towards the empty net. An acrobatic clearance from the defender on the line kept 

the scores level. 

The ref then took centre stage. It was clear from the off that this would not be a physical game, with almost every 

coming together resulting in a free kick. Flea burst into the Marsh Gibbon area evading several challenges and 

staying on his feet despite several clips as he went. He eventually got his shot away which was saved at the near 

post. The ref pulled it back though and awarded a penalty. Smithy stepped up and dispatched his second penalty in 

as many games. 

Things were evened up almost straight away though when March Gibbon went on the attack. The winger nut-

megged George, but George recovered and cleared the ball. The ref once again blew his whistle for another soft foul. 

From his position on the half way line the ref had no idea where the supposed foul had taken place, so he had to 

consult with Tubbs on the line. It took longer for the ref to explain what exactly he had deemed a foul than it did for 

Tubbs to confirm it was about 3 feet inside the area. 

So for the second week in succession Westbury had been awarded and conceded a penalty. The Marsh Gibbon 

played struck the ball hard, and slightly to Shina’s right. At first it looked like Shina may have dived too far, but he 

contorted himself back and managed to get a strong hand to it to somehow tip it over the bar. You will not see a 

better penalty save in any league this weekend. 

Westbury continued to press forward and look for a second. Neil hit a shot towards the top corner from 25 yards 

which had Denton very excited, but the keeper made a comfortable save. Kel then went at his man and knocked the 

ball past him before being taken out right on the edge of the area. The referee deemed it was outside the area, and 

the resulting free kick was curled in towards the near post where Smithy’s effort was blocked by a combination of 

the keeper and the defender. 

Despite all this pressure, Westbury only had a one goal lead to show for it and they were made to pay mid-way 

through the half. A ball was not cleared on the Westbury right and it gave the left winger a chance to pick out a cross 

which he delivered between defence and keeper. The Marsh Gibbon attacker gambled on it and looped a pin-point 

header into the top corner to equalise. 



Marsh Gibbon could have taken the lead with several chances, including a freekick that went just over the bar, but it 

was Westbury that continued to look the more threatening. They then re-took the lead through an unlikely source. 

There are 2 versions of the goal. 

A quick throw from Flea to Leon on the right wing saw him shank his attempted cross, which, with Leon still berating 

himself, ended up flying into the net. 

A quick throw from Flea to Leon on the right wing saw him take a touch to compose himself. He spotted the keeper 

was off his line so feigned to cross, before firing expertly into roof of the net from a tight angle. 

Whichever version, it gave Westbury a fully deserved lead and they went in at the break 2-1 up. Dan and Charlie 

came on for Den and Kel at the break and Westbury came out for the second half (apart from Flea) and continued to 

dominate. The chances continued to mount, but once again Westbury could not convert. 

Good build up play down the left saw the ball played through to Smithy, who worked his way to the touch line 

before cutting the ball back to Jordan, but he fired wide from close range. Dan was giving the right back a torrid time 

as he continually turned him inside out. One such run saw him cut in on his right before his shot was well saved at 

the near post by the keeper. 

Not to be outdone by his opposite full back, George cut in from the left and unleashed a right foot shot from long 

range towards the far corner which again was well saved. On the other wing Charlie fired a shot from long range that 

just curled away from the far top corner. 

Jack came on for Smithy and Tubbs came on for Leon as Westbury continued to pour forward, with the majority of 

the game being played in the Marsh Gibbon third. As the corners started to mount Gibbon were bringing more 

players back, allowing Westbury to commit more men forward. Neil ventured forward for one such corner and when 

the ball was cleared back to Charlie, he delivered a pin-point ball to the back post from which Neil somehow 

managed to crash the ball against the bar from 3 yards out. 

It didn’t take Westbury long to add a third however. A corner from the opposite side delivered by Dan saw Neil head 

home to make amends for his miss minutes earlier. Westbury continued to attack but chance after chance came and 

went. Dave fired a powerful freekick at goal but missed the target (and his house), and from another corner Steve 

powered a header back across goal but the ball was cleared away. 

Yet another corner this time saw Jack head towards goal, but the keeper pulled off another fantastic save down low 

to his left. Despite all the pressure it was actually Marsh Gibbon who scored the final goal of the game. The centre 

forward picked up the ball 25 yards from goal and flighted a perfect lob over Shina and into the net. 

There was barely time to restart the game and that is how it finished. A much improved performance compared to 

last week saw one of the closet man of the match votes this season, with almost all players receiving votes. The 

whole defence worked together as a unit and the line was unrecognisable from last week. The midfield continually 

won the ball back and set the team off on attack after attack, the wingers were all tricky and dangerous and created 

numerous chances and the forwards continually got themselves into goal scoring positions (even if they didn’t score 

them). The winner by just a couple votes though was Neil. This performance was definitely a collective effort rather 

than individual performances, but Westbury’s 100% league start to 2017 will face a much tougher test next week at 

home to Deanshanger. 

SEPARATE NOTE - Team Thanks: Thanks go to Jenny and Nigel who we could not do without, who supported the 

team coming to watch proudly in their Westbury Jackets and catered for the us and the opposition after the 

game.  You always make us so welcome.  Thanks also to Tubbs who ran the line for the first half (and part of the 

second half) and to Smithy who took up the flag in the second half.  Of course our sincere thanks must go to Ted who 

was out marking the pitch on Friday and was up early inspecting the pitch on Saturday morning (as well as doing all 

the usual paperwork).   It was fantastic to have club members help with sorting out the changing rooms after the 

game (Steve and Neil), it is appreciated and the whole team coming together to do nets at the start and end of the 

game.  We are a great team 

 
 



Local Derby - Brackley Sports At Home - Westbury Win again! 
February 18, 2017 
 
The picnic benches were packed to capacity for this local derby against Brackley Sports. Westbury felt they had 
something to prove having lost the reverse fixture 2-1 earlier on in the season, and went into this game full of 
confidence having won all 3 of their league fixtures in 2017. 
  
Westbury lined up with Shina in goal in front of Liam, Dave Leon and Kel (first tantrum of the day). The midfield was 
Den, Neil, Flea and Charlie, with Smithy and Jordan upfront. Dan, Nathan, Tubbs and Lewis were on the bench. 
  
The home side made a bright start and were causing Brackley plenty of problems at the back. The first clear chance 
came via a mistake from the Brackley defender, who inadvertently played Charlie through one-on-one with a poor 
pass across goal. If anything Charlie had too much time to think about it and fired wide of the target. Charlie was 
played through again moments later but the keeper was quick off his line to clear the danger. 
  
Westbury continued to push forward and were moving the ball around nicely and getting a lot of joy out wide. A 
cross from Den was headed towards the top corner by Jordan, but it lacked enough power and the keeper gathered 
comfortably. 
  
And so the half continued, with Westbury dominating possession but failing to take their chances. Jordan and Smithy 
were played through several times but the keeper was quick off his line to sweep up behind the defence. Brackley 
were playing a more direct game, with their main threat coming via the keepers huge kick and the long throw-ins.  
  
Despite Westbury’s superiority, they could have gone in 1-0 down at half-time. Brackley got a freekick out wide by 
the corner flag. The ball into the box caused a goalmouth scramble which saw several efforts blocked, before the 
final attempt hit the outside of the post and away to safety. 
  
That saw the teams go into the break level, and the half time team talk was centred around keeping up the work rate 
and making sure they took one of their chances. They didn’t have to wait long, with the deadlock broken straight 
from kick off. Jordan knocked the ball back to Neil who advanced through the Brackley midfield before playing the 
ball to Felix. Flea went past a couple of challenges before surging into the area and finding a yard of space. He fired a 
low hard shot into the net but the keeper will feel he could have done better. It was just the perfect start to the half 
for Westbury, and surely the fastest goal the club has scored from kick-off. 
  
The home side were unable to extend the lead their superiority deserved and Brackley got back into the game 
against the run of play via a set-piece. A free-kick from 25 yards, was curled left footed over the wall and into the top 
corner. That gave Brackley a new found confidence and Westbury had to weather a period of sustained pressure. 
Shina made several good saves to keep the scores level, including another unlikely one-handed tip around the post. 
When Shina was finally beaten, Leon got back and cleared the ball off the line to prevent a goal. 
  
It was actually during Brackley’s most dangerous spell when Westbury re-took the lead. A free kick near the half way 
line was floated into the area by Leon, and Flea timed his run perfectly before looping a header over the keeper and 
into the net. 
  
The game was made safe when Flea completed a thoroughly deserved hat-trick after more Brackley pressure. Good 
work down the left saw Smithy square the ball to Flea who advanced into the area, before calmly slotting past the 
keeper to make it 3-1. 
  
That is how the game finished, a fourth consecutive victory for Westbury in 2017, who made it a lot harder than it 
could have been. Man of the match unsurprisingly went to Flea who ran the midfield, consistently winning the ball 
back, setting up attack after attack and getting the match ball (which was immediately taken back by Dave). Special 
mention to Kel who also racked up a high number of votes with an accomplished display in an unfamiliar position, 
but looked right at home at full back. 
  
Thank you to Jenny and Nigel for looking after the masses that descending on the Westbury Village club, it was 
brilliant to see so many people supporting and coming after the game to the club for celebratory drink.  There is a 
real team spirit, felt very chuffed that even the team members were selected to play this week come and watch and 



support the team (horrible job to tell anyone that they are not playing) – Thank you for your understanding.  Don’t 
forget training is on tonight at 7:55 – look forward to seeing you all there 
 
Remaining unbeaten, looking unlikely when faced with a 3 goal deficit with just 10 minutes remaining. 
February 25, 2017 
 

Westbury’s winning start to 2017 was finally ended away at a windswept Buckingham United on Saturday. They 

remain unbeaten however, which looked unlikely when faced with a 3 goal deficit with just 10 minutes remaining. 

Shina started in goal in front of a back four of George, Liam, Dave and Kel. A 5 man midfield was made up of Flea, 

Neil and Tubbs in the middle, with Smithy and Charlie out wide. Jack made his first start since returning from injury 

as the lone striker. Lewis, Marcus and Greeny were on the bench. 

Westbury won the toss and chose to shoot against the unrelenting wind in the first half. The conditions meant it was 

difficult for either side to play any decent football and a scrappy encounter ensued, but it was Westbury that created 

the better chances. 

A free-kick from Kel out on the left wing was curled in towards the top corner with the keeper needing 2 attempts to 

push it over the bar to safety. Charlie whipped in the resulting corner and Jack will have felt he should have done 

better as he glanced a header wide of the post. 

When the opening goal came, predictably the conditions had a factor in it. The Buckingham skipper took an in-

swinging corner that the wind caught and curled in off the post with George on the line unable to clear. 1-0 to storm 

Doris. 

Westbury didn’t let their heads drop though, with Flea having a growing influence on the game and firing a shot just 

wide from distance. Buckingham were clearly struggling to cope with the Master Chef though, and he was targeted 

with a few nasty tackles in a short space of time. One resulted in a yellow card for the Buckingham striker after a late 

hack to the ankle. Flea was able to carry on after a bit of treatment, but the next challenge ended his game and he 

left the pitch to the standard sympathetic questioning from Dave, asking when he could come back on. Marcus came 

on in his place. 

Marcus nearly made an instant impact as Smithy played him through on goal, only for the last defender to crudely 

take him out on the edge of the area. Marcus took the freekick himself and crashed a powerful effort against the 

crossbar with the keeper well beaten. 

Good build up play should have seen Westbury equalise when the ball was played through to Smithy who went 

through one on one with the keeper. He seemed to get his legs caught up however and skewed his effort wide. 

So Westbury went in trailing at the break and wondering quite how they were 1-0 down. However, they were 

confident going into the second half having dominated the first half against the wind. Lewis came on for George at 

full back for the only change at half time. 

Westbury kicked off the second half but were struggling to create chances with the same regularity as the first half. 

Charlie, Smithy and Marcus were all pushing forward to support Jack but were struggling to take advantage of the 

wind. Charlie shot from distance after a skilful run down the right wing, but the keeper gathered comfortably. 

Buckingham were looking to hit Westbury on the counter and doubled their advantage mid-way through the half. A 

dangerous in-swinging cross from the left wing in between the defence and keeper saw Shina and the striker go for 

the ball. The pair crashed into each other with neither able to get a touch, and the ball rolled into the corner of the 

net. 

So Westbury found themselves 2-0 down with both goals coming direct from crosses and as the half wore on 

Buckingham continued to look the more dangerous team on the counter, but clear cut chances at either end were at 

a premium. A long ball over the top from the Buckingham midfielder saw Shina race from his goal, but the ball held 

up in the wind and the striker beat him to it. The attacker lifted the ball over Shina and then volleyed towards the 

empty net. Liam somehow got back and managed to head the ball off the line to prevent a third goal. 



It was only a temporary let-off however, as Buckingham did get a third goal from the spot. Good work down the 

Buckingham left saw a cross come in, but it was over the attackers head and Shina came from his line to pluck the 

ball out of the air, only for the referee blow for a penalty. The Buckingham striker hit the deck under minimal contact 

from Liam, with neither in a position to win the ball for one of the softest penalty awards you will see. The penalty 

was confidently dispatched to make it 3-0 and the game suddenly looked beyond Westbury. 

With 10 minutes to go Westbury finally got a lifeline. Good build up play down the right hand side involving Charlie 

and Marcus saw the ball cut back across goal towards Jack. The defender slid into try and prevent Jack from getting 

an easy tap in but could only divert the ball into his own net to make it 3-1. Westbury grabbed the ball from the net 

and suddenly believed they could get something from the game. From that moment on it was wave after wave of 

Westbury attack. 

The main threat was coming down the right with Charlie continually beating his man, and Marcus’ wind-assisted long 

throws causing panic in the Buckingham box. One long throw towards the front post saw Jack beat the defender to 

the ball and loop a header over the keeper and into the far corner via the post to make it 3-2. 

Westbury were now throwing everyone forward. Dave went close when he crashed a long range freekick wide, Jack 

headed over from a Charlie corner and Smithy flicked another long throw into the danger zone, but Buckingham 

smuggled the ball away. 

When the equaliser did come it was through an unlikely source. A long throw from Marcus (that wasn’t the unlikely 

source) saw the Buckingham defenders headed clearance only go as far as Liam, who controlled the ball on his thigh 

with his back to goal. With not much space in a crowded area, Liam swivelled and shot in one movement, firing the 

ball beyond the keepers reach and past the defender on the line to spark wild celebrations amongst the players (a 

little too wild by Kel). That was Liam’s first goal for Westbury in 6 years, and what a time to score it. 

There was one last chance for Westbury to win the game when the ball was worked through to Marcus but his shot 

whistled just wide of the post with the last bit of action of the game. Both teams will feel that they should have won 

the game, so a draw was probably a fair result. Buckingham will be disappointed to throw away a 3-0 lead, but 

Westbury will have felt they would have won the game had they had a few more minutes. 

Westbury showed good character to come from 3-0 down and preserve their unbeaten start to 2017. Man of the 

match went to Charlie, who found plenty of space out wide and gave the Buckingham full back a torrid time with his 

direct running and quick feet. Liam could have been in contention but conceding the penalty probably cost him. 

Everyone was reminded of this before voting for man of the match. Another performance to note was Marcus, who 

came on and had a (gloved) hand in all 3 goals and could have won the game at the death. A special thank you also 

to everyone who braved the truly terrible conditions to come along and support. 

Westbury 1: Willen 2 
March 4, 2017 
 

Westbury’s unbeaten start to 2017 was ended by a last gasp goal at home to Willen on Saturday. The team lined up 
with Shina in goal, in front of a back four of Kel, Steve, Dave and George. The midfield four was made up of Smithy, 
Neil, Denton and Charlie, with Jack and Marcus upfront. On the bench were Tubbs, Jordan and the welcome return 
of Paul. 
  
Westbury went into the game knowing what to expect having lost the away game to a very young team, who do 
plenty of running, move the ball around nicely and play a fluid, interchangeable formation. Sure enough, Willen 
made a fast start and Westbury spent the first 10 minutes of the game camped in their own half. Despite dominating 
possession, the away team were struggling to create chances as Westbury remained compact and solid, and it was 
actually the home side that were looking the more threatening on the break. 
  
Good build up play saw Marcus lash a shot against the bar from distance and later, his long throw caused panic in 
the Willen area as Jack let the ball roll across his path with his back to goal, but his attempted shot on the swivel was 
a swing and a miss and the chance went begging. The half continued in the same manner, with Willen dominating 
possession but Westbury looking the more dangerous on the break. 
  



Having said that, Westbury could easily have been playing with 10 men and could have been facing a penalty, as 2 
separate decisions went their way. First, Dave appeared to catch the Willen forward with an attempted slide tackle 
which didn’t take the ball. Fortunately, the forward had knocked the ball too far ahead of himself and the referee 
was lenient in his decision. Not long after that, another big decision went in the home sides favour. This time a ball 
over the top saw Steve caught in a foot-race with the forward which he was never going to win. As the forward 
approached the area Steve made a last ditch attempt to stop him, which he did. How legal his method of stopping 
him and how much of the ball he won was questionable.   
  
The confrontational referee was certainly out to make the game interesting and he made it clear early on that he 
would be making up his own offsides. This meant that some attacks were stopped prematurely without notice, 
whilst others carried on regardless of how obviously offside the attacker was and how many players had stopped. 
George was threatened with a booking after a cynical foul on the Willen winger, not for the foul itself, but for the 
look he gave the ref afterwards.   
  
Westbury continued to hit Willen on the counter though and another dangerous attack ended with Smithies putting 
in a dangerous cross from the left. Jack beat the defender in the air, but couldn’t direct his header on target. 
  
Shina was called into action twice in quick succession to prevent own goals. First Neil intercepted a cross which Shina 
had to be alert to stop it looping into the top corner and then Dave rifled a back pass that injured the keeper in his 
bid to control it. At the other end, Dave hit a long range freekick with nearly as much power which flashed just wide. 
  
Despite having the better of the chances Westbury nearly found themselves going in at half-time behind. With the 
worlds longest half approaching the hour mark, a corner was bundled in at the back post. The referee had blown for 
a foul on Shina however and to compound Willen’s misery, they had a player booked in the aftermath for asking why 
it was a free kick. 
  
The second half kicked off with Jordan replacing Marcus upfront and he was involved in a bizarre situation with the 
keeper. As the ball was played through into the area, the keeper blocked Jordan’s initial effort, then with Jordan 
shielding the ball with his back to goal, the keeper picked the ball up, trapping Jordan in a hug at the same time. 
With the keeper not letting go of the ball, and Jordan stuck in his embrace, the referee decided to bring the romance 
to an end with a Willen free kick. 
  
Dave was next to feel the wrath of the referee for asking if he could let him know when 15 minutes had gone. The 
response was predictably abrupt, as he told him to use the massive clock on the side of the pavilion. Dave entered 
into negotiations to find out what time the half kicked off with no success, throwing his substitution plans into chaos. 
  
When roughly 15 minutes had passed, Paul came on for Charlie, with Den going out onto the wing. Paul hadn’t been 
on the pitch for long when he threaded a through-ball to Jack, who ran into the area before firing through the 
keepers legs to give Westbury the lead. The lead lasted barely a minute however, as a ball across the face of goal 
caused a scramble and Westbury weren’t able to clear their lines and the ball was eventually put in at the far post. 
  
Both teams pushed for a winner, with Jack having a shot deflected wide. Tubbs came on for Kel and nearly had to 
come back off again after getting injured in what would have been the shortest appearance ever. George then did 
get injured and Kel came back on at full back again and Marcus also came back on for Jack upfront. 
  
With just a couple of minutes to go however, it was Willen who got the crucial third goal. The left winger fired a ball 
across the face of goal that looked like it was too far ahead of the striker. He managed to slide in and score from an 
acute angle to win the game. 
  
A first league defeat of 2017 for Westbury then, but plenty to take from the game. Despite the lack of possession, 
the home side created the better chances and on another day could have been 2 or 3 up at half time. Man of the 
match saw George collect a lot of votes, but just beating him to the pint was Smithie who brought a bit of composer 
to play, put in some dangerous crosses, and was a constant threat down the left wing. 
  
Thanks to Tubbs who ran the line for the first half and start of  the second and to Jenny and Nigel for looking after us 
down the village club, serving us with very needed beverages and chips. 
 



 
Westbury Win: 4 :1 Steeple Claydon 
March 17, 2017 

Westbury got back to winning ways with a comprehensive 4-1 victory at home to Steeple Claydon on Saturday. Shina 
was in goal in front of a back three of Liam, Dave & Steve. In centre midfield were Flea, Neil & Paul, flanked by 
Charlie & Kel. Upfront were Jack & Jordan. On the bench were Greeny, Lewis & Tubbs. 
 
Westbury made their intentions clear from the start and went straight on the attack. With just a few minutes on the 
clock a free kick was awarded midway into the Steeple half. Quick thinking by Flea & Paul saw the latter play a ball 
through the sleeping Steeple defence & Flea made no mistake, firing the ball high into the net giving the keeper no 
chance. 

Westbury continued to create chances throughout the half, and looked to have doubled their lead when Paul 
chipped the ball over the defence for Jack to run onto. He hit a half volley towards the bottom left corner, but the 
keeper somehow managed to get to it and tip it round the post. Flea was next to try his luck with a shot from 
distance. It bounced awkwardly in front of the keeper, forcing him to save with his feet. 

Further forward Jack and Jordan were linking up well together and Jack played Jordan through on goal, but Jordan 
dragged his shot just wide. The roles were reversed moments later when Jordan turned provider and played Jack 
through on goal, but his left foot effort pulled just past the far post. 

Despite dominating both possession and chances, Westbury were hit with a sucker punch when they gave away a 
needless freekick out on the Steeple right wing. The ball was curled in behind the defensive line, where a Steeple 
player had run free to give Shina no chance. 

The game returned back down the other end of the pitch and a quick throw from Flea to Jack, saw the ball laid back 
into the path of the on-rushing Flea. He hit a powerful effort but it was always rising, and flashed just over the bar. 
Later, Charlie whipped in a dangerous corner that Dave and the defender met at the same time. The ball dropped to 
the floor, but Dave’s instinctive shot lacked sufficient power and was cleared off the line. 

The half persisted in this manner, with Westbury creating chances but unable to find an elusive second goal, and the 
sides went in at the break level. The second half kicked off and Westbury continued where they left off, immediately 
putting the visitors on the back foot. 

It looked like it was going to be one of those days when Jack was played through on the right hand side. He lobbed 
the advancing keeper, but the ball came back into play off the underside of the bar and the game remained level. Kel 
was then booked for persistent fouling, and with the decision clearly effecting him, Dave decided to swap him for 
Greeny. As Kel left the pitch he took his frustrations out on the half way flag, booting it and snapping it in two and 
earning himself a red card. Fortunately Greeny was already on the pitch and Westbury kept a full complement of 
players, much to the bemusement of budget Paul on the Steeple team.  

Westbury finally did get a crucial second goal courtesy of a swift attack. Paul fed the ball out wide to Jack down the 
right wing and he fizzed a low cross into the path of Jordan, who slammed home from close range. It was a big relief 
and from that point on you sensed that Westbury would be able to build on their lead. 

The third goal was scored in similar fashion, only this time Jordan was the provider. He robbed the left back of 
possession, and crossed for Flea, who arrived right on cue to finish past the Steeple keeper. The lead could have 
been extended further when Lewis brought the ball down in the area and cut it back to Jordan, but his shot was 
straight at the keeper. 

The home side didn’t have to wait long for a fourth however. Neil anticipated a pass to the Steeple centre half and 
won the ball before burrowing clear of the defence. With the keeper advancing, Neil placed his shot over and round 
him and into the net. 



That gave the score line a much more accurate reflection, as this was a fully deserved victory for Westbury. Man of 
the match was a close fought battle with multiple players receiving votes. In the end, it couldn’t be separated and 
Jack and Flea shared the award. Flea for his all action display in midfield, where he constantly won the ball back, 
started numerous attacks and scored the opener. He later moved up front, where he added another goal. Jack was a 
constant menace to the Steeple back line with his non-stop running, got a vital assist, and was unlucky not to score 
himself. With the fine pot lurking, both were too smart to drink the shared reward from the half pint glass it was 
presented in. Kel more than made up for that though, with a first ever fine cap having to be brought in. 

Our thanks once again go to Nigel and Jenny for their hospitality back at the club, and to our growing contingent of 
supporters. Next up Tattenhoe away. 

Westbury win again - away from home 
March 18, 2017 

Westbury’s good form continued on Saturday with a hard fought victory away to Tattenhoe. The away side lined up 
with Shina in goal, behind a new look back 4 of Dave and Paul in the middle with Liam and Kel either side. In midfield 
Neil and Flea were in the centre, flanked by Smithy and Charlie, with Jordan and Jack continuing up front. On the 
bench were Tubbs and Dan. Denton was also a late addition after his proposed transfer to Barcelona collapsed over 
alleged wage demands.   

The game started with a strong Tattenhoe putting the visitors under sustained pressure. Playing against the gale 
force wind, Westbury were struggling to keep the ball as Tattenhoe looked to press home their advantage. Things 
were not helped as Flea had to be substituted early with a reoccurrence of his neck injury. This cased a re-shuffle, 
with Dan coming on at right back, Liam shifting across to centre back, and Paul pushing forward into midfield. 

Despite their dominance, it was Westbury who should have taken the lead. Smithy worked his way down the left 
wing before cutting the ball back to Jack, but he failed to connect with the ball with a complete air shot. This meant 
the ball carried on rolling out to Charlie, but his shot was dragged wide. 

Play swiftly returned back down the other end, but for all their possession, Tattenhoe were struggling to break 
through the Westbury defence. A freekick flashed just wide from 25 yards, and then the striker should have done 
better than to lash wide after Dave slipped trying to clear the ball in the area. Tattehoe’s biggest threat was coming 
from freekicks and corners, due to the sheer size of the players, with at least half the team over 6ft. On the whole 
Westbury defended these set-pieces well, apart from one freekick from out wide, where an unmarked giant should 
have at least hit the target with a free header at the far post. 

It was certainly becoming a physical game and the Tattenhoe midfield were finding new and unique ways in which to 
give away freekicks. One mistimed slide tackle managed to take out Paul and Neil at the same time. Westbury were 
forced into another re-shuffle mid way through the half when Dave pulled up with a quad injury. Den, straight off 
the plane, became Neil’s third centre midfield partner of the half, and Paul dropped back into centre back. Westbury 
reorganised well and actually took the lead. A ball over the top looked like the centre back would deal with 
comfortably, but Jack gave chase and rushed him into a poor defensive header. The ball fell to Jordan 25 yards from 
goal, and his powerful low shot deflected off the defender and nestled into the bottom corner of the net. 

A whistle happy ref awarded a free kick to Tattenhoe which baffled both sides as no one was sure what it was 
awarded for, not even the ref himself could explain it. The kick was taken quickly, and played the striker through on 
goal with Liam in pursuit. As they reached the area, Liam slipped and as he fell he clipped the striker who also took a 
tumble. The striker had knocked the ball too far ahead of himself so a penalty would have been harsh, but with the 
number of fouls being awarded, Westbury held their breath. Fortunately, the free kick that had been awarded to 
Tattenhoe to create the chance was so bizarre, the home full back was still arguing with the ref about it, which 
meant he didn’t see the incident and no penalty was awarded. 

Westbury had further chances to extend their lead when Smithy played the ball across goal to Charlie, but he sliced 
his shot wide. Later, Paul bought it out of defence before slipping the ball to Neil, who in turn played Jack through on 
goal. The keeper saved the effort with his feet but the linesman’s flag had already been raised. At the other end, a 



long range effort was batted down by Shina on the stretch and then gathered comfortably. For all the pressure, that 
was Tattenhoes only shot on target in the whole first half and Westbury went into the break 1-0 up. 

The second half started in much the same vain as the first, with Tattenhoe putting Westbury under immediate 
pressure, but a couple of long range shots that went wide were all they had to show in the early stages. On the 
break, Pauls marauding runs were causing havoc in the Tattenhoe half, with no one sure who was supposed to be 
picking him up. 

Westbury had a chance to double their lead when a freekick from half way was knocked in behind the home 
defence, and with the keeper coming out to claim, Jack nipped first and looped his header over the stranded keeper 
but just wide of the goal. 

Kel was obviously in a determined mood not to lose his crown as king of the fines, this week completely forgetting 
how to take a throw-in. A total of 5 foul throws were awarded against him, on top of another 3 where he was given 
another chance after dropping the ball half way through his run-up. Each one was preceded by an amusing and 
animated protest of innocence. On the football side though, Kel was putting in some robust challenges and vital 
interceptions at the back. Tubbs, on for Charlie, was obviously feeling a bit sorry for him, and engaged in some sort 
of awful foul throw competition from the other wing. Possibly sensing he was losing, Tubbs then sent the Tattenhoe 
striker through on goal with his face after mis-judging a header, but the striker shot wide. 

As the pressure was mounting and Westbury were finding it more difficult to get out, almost out of the blue, 
Westbury scored a second goal on the counter. The ball was worked out wide to Dan on the right wing and he beat 
his man for pace before chipping the keeper from a tight angle. It looked a fantastic goal, but he later admitted he 
was intending to cross it. It didn’t matter to Westbury though, as it gave them precious breathing space with a 10 
minute onslaught to prepare for. 

That goal seemed to tip a few players over the edge for Tattenhoe with a long running war of words eventually 
leading to several players from the home side squaring up to each other. Westbury wisely stayed out the way and 
concentrated on defending their lead, with Dan attempting to break away on the counter. After skipping past his 
marker he was dragged back by the shorts resulting in a yellow card. Another Tattenhoe player also went into the 
book for a bad foul on Neil as things started to boil over. 

After regaining a bit of composer, Tattenhoe laid siege to the Westbury goal for the remainder of the game. 
Westbury were throwing everything they had in their path to hold onto their clean sheet though. Most of the 
corners, normally Westbury’s Achilles heel, were defended well, which was all the more impressive considering the 
size advantage of the opposition. In fact, it wasn’t until the closing moments that Tattenhoe had their only shot on 
target of the second half. A ball across goal looked certain to be slammed into the net at the far post, but Shinna 
somehow threw himself across his goal to beat the shot round the post to safety. 

That meant that Westbury hung onto their clean sheet and more importantly, took the 3 points. That gives Westbury 
1 more point than last season, in what is certainly a more competitive league. Such was the nature of the match, 
every man of the match nomination, apart from 1, went to a defender. Dan came a very close second, putting in a 
great shift in an unfamiliar role. His reading of the danger was excellent at the back and he was a danger going 
forward. He also scored the vital second goal. Just piping him to the award though was Liam. A brilliant performance, 
commanding a makeshift defence in which he was the only recognised defender and limiting the opposition to just 2 
shots on target in the entire game. 

Next up........Silverstone at home  

ALSO don't forget to put in diary presentation night - 6th May. 

 

 

 



Man of the match Shinna - Defeat for Westbury against top of the league Silverstone 
March 29, 2017 
After last week’s impressive performance against Tattenhoe, Westbury came crashing back to earth with a 
substandard performance against Silverstone on Saturday. Shina was in goal, in front of a back four of Liam, Steve, 
Greenie and Daz, making his first appearance of the season. In midfield were Charlie, Paul, Neil and Jordan, with Jack 
and Marcus leading the line. On the bench were Tubbs and Lewis. 
  
This was always going to be a tough game against the current league leaders, but Westbury never got going. Twice in 
the opening 10 minutes the same player was left unmarked 6 yards from goal with enough time to read a short book 
and complete his tax returns, before deciding which part of the net he should head the ball into. Silverstone scored a 
farcical goal on half time, as a scramble from a corner saw the ball shanked into the air, before dropping down under 
the crossbar, bobbling about a bit and eventually bundled over the line. It was just missing the circus music to 
accompany it. 
  
Midway through the half, Westbury had been given a glimmer of hope when a ball over the top was flicked on by 
Marcus towards Jack. The defender had got there first however and headed the ball back towards the keeper. He 
didn’t get enough power on it though, and Jack raced onto it before calmly slotting past the keeper. 
  
The second half saw a much improved performance with Westbury starting to take a foothold in the game. Despite 
the improved display Silverstone extended the lead when Tubbs clipped the striker in the area. No complaints about 
the award, but the swan dive was a little over the top. The penalty was dispatched with minimum fuss, although 2 
Silverstone players had encroached so much that they were nearly in front of the penalty taker. Westbury got a goal 
back that their second half improvement deserved, when Steve knocked a ball over the top of the Silverstone 
defence, the keeper came out to try and claim it but Jordan nipped in before him and cleverly looped a header over 
the stranded keeper. 
  
Silverstone continued to dominate however, and scored again from a rare Shina mistake. He sprung from his area to 
intercept a ball over the top, but didn’t stop and raced straight past the ball, leaving the striker to dribble into an 
empty net. It didn’t take Shina long to make amends though, making a stunning one handed save to tip the ball over 
and wide from what looked a certain goal. 
  
Silverstone bought on their young mascot who rounded things off, scoring from close range. I thought that took the 
score to 6-2, although the referee thought it was 5-3, and the score on the website says 7-2. Whichever one it was, it 
was a game to forget. Man of the match went to Shina who prevented it turning into a cricket score, and also 
provided the moment of the match with his unbelievable save. 
  
Thanks go to Jenny and Nigel for looking after the masses that descended on the club with supporters, footballers 
from both teams enjoying well needed refreshment and chip butties.  We have a tough run ahead with 
Deanshanger, Wing and Mk (all contenders to win the league), with no game next week on 1st April.   
Thank you to Tubbs who ran the line, Daz and Peter Marshall who took up the flag for the second half.  
  
Date for Diary - 6th May - Presentation night (Smart - shirt, tie and jacket) 7:00 arrive for 7:30 sit down. Details of 
bank to transfer funds across to have been text out.  We look forward to reflecting on the season together, and 
having a celebratory couple of beverages. 
 
Westbury just lose out to Wing - Final Score 3:2 
April 26, 2017 
 
Westbury went into the penultimate game of the season away to high flying Wing. Shina lined up in goal in front of a 
back four of Kel, Dave, Steve and Tubbs. In midfield were Charlie, Paul, Neil and Smithy, with Flea dropping into 
support and Jack upfront. A full bench was made up of Greenie, Lewis, Marcus, Jordan and George. 
  
Wing dominated the first half and missed several presentable chances to take the lead. The big number 8 hitting the 
woodwork twice early on, once from open play, and again from a freekick. Westbury were struggling to create 
anything for themselves but took the lead completely against the run of play. 
  



The Wing midfielder either over hit a pass back to his defender, or under hit a pass back to his keeper. Either way, 
Jack was alive to the situation and easily beat the advancing keeper to the ball. Realising he was in no-man’s land, 
the keeper started to back pedal towards his goal. Unfortunately for him, he had completely lost his bearings and all 
his back-pedalling meant was he moved completely out of the way and left Jack to pass into a relatively unguarded 
net from 20 yards. 
  
Wing continued to dominate the half but Westbury were working hard to close the space down and were limiting 
Wing to long range shots. The pressure started to build as the half wore on though and they eventually did equalise. 
There looked to be little danger on in the left back area, but a poor clearance was seized upon, and the number 8 
fired an unstoppable left foot shot into the corner from just outside the area. 
  
Westbury finished the half strongly and could have retaken the lead. Charlie whipped in a corner that was headed 
into the ground by Flea, but the ground was so hard the ball bounced up and over the crossbar. Kel also curled a 
freekick into a dangerous area that was flicked just wide. As it was, neither side were able to find a second goal and 
went in at half time 1-1. 
  
Westbury flew out of the traps for the second half and re-took the lead 5 minutes in. Jordan working some space 
down the right pulled the ball back to Flea, who rifled the ball home on the half volley. Jordan nearly extended 
Westbury’s lead moments later when he teed himself up for a dipping volley, but the keeper got across to make the 
save. 
  
Wing, who are still fighting for the league title, began to get frustrated and it looked like Westbury could kick on and 
provide an unlikely upset as the majority of the home sides performances started to deteriorate. Wings stand-out 
performer on the day was their centre back, and he was beginning to get more time on the ball and influence the 
game. He played the ball out wide to the dangerous right winger who flew down the line for the striker to score from 
close range. 
  
A third goal followed when the centre back played a ball over the top of the Westbury defence. Shina started to 
come, but then opted to stay and the striker got to the ball first and looped the ball over the Westbury stopper and 
towards the goal. It looked like Dave would get back in time to prevent the goal, but he inadvertently slammed the 
ball into the net from close range. 
  
Westbury pushed forward in search of an equaliser and a corner led to a goal-mouth scramble but Steve could not 
quite bundle the ball over the line. Marcus and Jordan later combined well with the former firing wide. 
  
Despite a late spell of pressure Westbury couldn’t find an equaliser and the game finished 3-2 to Wing. Man of the 
match went to Kel, who after a nervy start, kept the dangerous and speedy right winger under wraps and limited the 
threat from that side of the pitch. Just one more game left this season now, next week, away to MK Wanderers. 

  

FINAL GAME of the Season – Westbury vs Mk Wanders *Draw 
May 2, 2017 
 
The team lined up Shinna in Goal, Defence Kell, George, Steve and Osborne, Neil and Paul dynamic duo back in the 
centre mid with the O’Connell and Low up top moving Jordan to right Wing and Smithy out on the left.  It was likely 
our strongest attacking line up with several stars still on the bench to come on Charlie Haley, Denton, Marcus Tucker, 
Daniel Hill and Legendary Tubbs. 
  
The manager had already been told the shocking news that Neil O’Connell, the man who stipulated that Football 
would always come first, would not be there (but then changed his mind) and reconfirmed on Thursday that he 
could play the first half with this new a rejig of the team being necessary  Felix Low sent a suggested line up midweek 
and although one suggestion was taken on board, the line-up changed 4 times subsequently.  
  
The Westbury side started extremely well, with the defence holding firm and dealing well with the two tricky 
strikers.  Up top Felix and Jack caused maximum disruption for the Mk defence and were through on goal 3 times in 



the first 15 minutes 1 on 1 with the goal keeper but put the ball over the cross bar twice and then wide.  Denton 
came on to allow Neil to leave with 10 minutes of the second half and also then missed a sitter wide.  
  
Jack went through from a goal kick from Shinna, over the back line and Jack hit the only shot on target into the back 
of the net.  Second half MK came out fired up and with the shortest player on the pitch beating George in the air, Mk 
came back into the game 1:1.  Despite Paul Campbell’s efforts to tell me he shouldn’t/couldn’t play centre back, 
Steve left the pitch to rest his back and Paul did his usual midfield role, taking on players just in front of the back four 
and Westbury continued fight on but could not find the back of the net.  
  
There were lots of fines this week, Dan Hill coming on second half (was named angry Dan) where he was consistently 
kicked and fouled (with the very liberal referee – going ‘Yes play on – keep going’) Dan came off very bruised, and 
had a Kell like hissy fit, Denton was fined for not scoring and scuffing the ball from inside the penalty box and not 
hitting the volley that would have won us the game at the goal but instead of the side of the pitch, Marcus was fined 
(for a rare throw mistake) where he threw it vertically up, Smithy was fined for the worst corner seen all season 
(although still not as bad as Bernies tackle on the corner flag), Tubbs was fined for being topless, Shinna for passing 
to the centre forward when he came out of the box (Shinna at that point almost playing right back), with Osborne 
anticipating the shot and heading the ball out.  
  
Despite, much abuse of rigging, Man of the match did go to the Osborne with 7 votes, pint bought by the assistant 
manager Mr Upstone, for his work rate, tackling (sliding and keeping the ball – at one point going through the right 
winger (and taking the ball) and for amount of wins in the air.  It was nice that Felix said that played really well.   
  
Final Score 1:1 – it did feel like a loss since we should have been 5 or 6 up but it means we finish 9th in the league, 
one place behind Buckingham United (grrr).  Thanks go Tubbs who ran the line for the first half, Smithy and George 
who ran the line for the second half.   Ted was not there, very sad and was very much missed but it was either this 
Saturday or the next – so good call Ted. 
  
PRESENTATION NIGHT: News please make sure that you arrive for 7 o’clock – there are lots of things we need to do 
before we sit down to eat including drinking the 'accumulated fines Bubbly', photos, betting times (suggested 2 
guesses each £1 per go), complimenting our creative director on the decor and getting beer from the bar.  
  
It is next Saturday (6th May) at the village club, dress code is very Smart – suits please, and please bring cash for the 
bar.  We look forward to seeing you all for our end of season celebration.  
  
Still waiting on final players player votes – so if this is you – please send asap. 
 
End of the Season - Celebration 
May 8, 2017 
 
Speech to look back through and photos from presentation night  
  
Firstly Happy Birthday to Tubbs.  Ask Lee to start the clock, the football presentation has officially started.  
  
Firstly, would like to welcome you all and say how proud we as a club,        to have so many people here 
again,            how smart you all look in our presentation ties – thank you to Eli for organising – there will more 
extended thanks at end of the speech. 
  
This speech is split into distinct sections so that you can just sit back and enjoy each bit… introduction, player 
review/comment,        contributors to the club,      THE Awards,    with summary Thank you’s (then the Clock will stop 
then), and then we be asking everyone to enjoy the bar.  
  
I feel the need to share my vision, reinforce the importance of us coming together this evening,    not only 
celebrating “us” as team,      the progress we have made this the season and our previous season but for us to reflect 
on the player contributions (the fact that the people sat at the immaculately decorated tables,   have dedicated 
virtually every Saturday for last 8 months to Football) and therefore allow me to say something briefly/nice about 
everyone who is part of the team without too much heckling).    
  



It is a challenge being manager, trying to keep half of the people happy half of the time, and sometimes I know when 
I turn up that I am guaranteed to really upset least 2 people taking them off or starting them on the bench 
(especially if they played well/started the previous week).  However, I am hoping that you have to understand the 
theory behind giving everyone 68 minutes, most weeks, and if possible 90 minutes every 3 weeks (*if they have been 
training).   It must also be noted that if it is the week where all “alternate week players” are available, then rotating 8 
players, in an attempt to ensure that everyone gets time on the pitch (and as such keep the team going) – has been 
one of the most interesting and difficult tasks.  Each member of the team brings something unique         and I will 
attempt to articulate this now and as such I want you to know how valued you are. You will also notice in this speech 
I will refer to lots of team member’s own profound observations.  
  
Goal Keeper – Goodbye Harry White – Hello Sean Larkin 
Last season, our Goal keeper played right back, left wing and striker.  This year Shinna has been one of our greatest 
finds, growing in confidence, getting concussed in the first 20 minutes (playing on until the end) (which was surreal 
as he actually couldn’t remember the football game he had just played in, I’m still not really sure how he did it).  He 
has pulled off some of the most prolific saves (for the camera saves really), including 2 penalties.  Shinna has been 
man of the match on multiple times but complains that he often gets it when we lose!  Shinna has fought off the 
competition with Ollie Tice and Tom Benton coming into the side mid-season (with Steve Upstone looking to recruit 
a goal keep for the first 2 months and deciding that we don’t need one), and we have to say he has been a real asset 
to the team. 
  
Defence  
The man that blatantly fouls by pushing players, and then shouts at the referee, who spends excessive time in the 
shower, who has an aversion for corner flags, has become one of the more beloved members of the team, that huge 
grin and commitment to the team, his never give up attitude and the fact he never stops running has meant Kellan 
has not only come into the side, but cemented his position (a player that we initially thought would be excellent 
impact sub).  Kell has shown that he can play left wing but actually is better at left back.  
  
Andrew Green (defence) – the man who has moved so far away but still knows where he needs to be on a Saturday – 
with his football team,  the man who has taken on responsibility for tonight’s music, who can play left back or left 
wing and often plays wing when he supposed to be playing left back, has shown why when he is available he is must 
be in the squad.     
  
George has been a player that has got better and better, his touch and ability to pick a pass has now put him in a 
strong position to challenge anyone for a spot in defence and throughout the season has got multiple man of the 
match nominations (when he is available).  Up until 5 weeks ago, George’s commitment to the team has been 
unfaultable (in fact I would refer to him as my go to man) and we sincerely look forward to seeing Mr Wilks sliding 
around and tackling players again for entire season next year. 
  
Being a winger is a hard job; often sprinting up and down without seeing the ball for extended periods of play, but 
still making the runs that allow your team to have the space, dragging the defence wide and often taking a player on 
just because you know that they should not be passing inside,           Smithy, Dan Hill and Charlie (Our relatively new 
signing that came back from the dark side that is Brackley sports) have shown vision, the ability to cut in, accelerate 
past players, the particularly quick feet of Dan Hill, the ability of Smithy to turn players, take the ball down under 
immense pressure and then dribble past burly defenders, with Charlie always keen to flick the ball past or, between 
the opposition, and showing great discipline to stay in a wide position (not drifting in) and then running down the 
channel.  Undoubtedly we have this season the strongest wingers we have had since I have played for Westbury and 
many thanks go to you for your tireless efforts up and down. 
  
We have had several players that have not been available every week – one being Richard Denton, who again has 
demonstrated why when he is available he needs to be in the starting line-up.  Leadership, skill and passion – sum up 
this player and we hope that next season, the promotion to regional director will allow him to dedicate to every 
Saturday (and not every other). 
  
Sad news 
Had the very sad news     PAUSE            that Tubbs told me he is considering not playing for Westbury next season, 
despite his lovely better half (Evelyn) saying he should, Greenie telling him he should and the manager reminding 
him of his pledge a year ago to be there after every match for that football pint.  Would ask all players here tonight 



to tell him that he will be missed and that if he does decide to go – it is the wrong decision, as in the words of our 
very wise chairman, you should just keep playing until you can’t as you will regret it (For Westbury) no      peer 
pressure there then!    
  
Jordan Marshall 
Jordan Marshall deserves a special mention, a young man (who turned 18 just recently) that conducts himself on the 
pitch with maturity, he is growing in confidence, with some wonder goals early on in the season, Jordan has taken on 
the role of striker and been our target man, holding the ball up, showing some excellent touch, using chest, volley 
and turning players       if only he can find his shooting boots again, he would be one of the best players in the 
squad.  He has scored 9 goals for Westbury this season. 
  
Simon Tindall 
Tinders who joined late on in the season, a man who was referred to by Jenny as that lovely northerner, “he can 
come again”, and the man who has attracted admiration from many fans including the former striker Darren Lawes, 
who in several match reports is quoted as saying “He (Tinders) is the only man on the pitch that could have scored 
that goal”      which is very true with late cameo role coming on to score wonder lob over the keeper against 
Silverstone away.  
  
Callum Henderson 
Very lucky to have Callum Henderson who brought ‘that Dan with him ‘(who Leon Brightman is always saying to me 
– got get that Dan back in – fantastic down the wing) but then hasn’t played since the first 3 games, a very sad state 
of affairs with lot of talent there       that needs to be back for next season now I believe he is fully qualified 
accountant? 
  
Lewis Lawes 
Lewis Lawes is the man who professed when he started that he was not a footballer, he (and his dad said) he was 
happy to just make up the numbers, this was time when the squad was decimated by injury, he came on at right 
back against Steeple Claydon when his Dad starting at Centre forward came off the pitch (lasting only 2 minutes) 
injurying himself by kicking an opposition player (an injury which has prevented the talented very senior Lawes 
coming back into the side ever since.  
  
It has to be said that Lewis Laws is out and out sports man who has put in the time and the effort, and he has 
become a member of the team, that can play in several positions and do a job, coming on right wing last week, left 
back and left wing.  Our head coach commented saying, “Lewis is the man who has gone from strength to strength, 
he has developed into a footballer over the space of 3 months, a completely different player to his first match”.  We 
have to agree, it is pleasure to have you in the squad.    
  
Leadership 
There has been a lot of quality leadership within the squad, Neil O’Connell in particular who took captaincy back 
from the injured Paul Campbell (Captain last season), not only constructively criticising on the pitch (normally me) 
but providing a voice of reason and analysis at half time week in week out.  Neil is the man we missed, the man that 
left at half time and no-one could replace, he plays his holding role so well and it is the ‘Neil anchor’ that we all rely 
on.  Liam writes of Neil: “For me players player is Neil, for his pure consistency in excellence,  in a tough midfield 
with inconsistent partners.” Neil has scored 7 goals this season (including the wonder goal).  
  
Liam Fitzgerald 
Liam Fitzgerald who professes to not liking playing centre back lead the team on several occasions stepping up to the 
challenge during injury plague, against Buckingham united, the Steeple Claydon game where we lost 8:1 and in the 
big upset for Tattenhae when we beat them 3:1.  Liam during the Tattenhoe game drove and shouted, organised the 
back 4, showing tremendous leadership with 2 of the 3 defenders having never played in defence, a valiant and 
impressive general that in my opinion (in conjunction with Shinna’s point blank elbow save) won us that game.  It 
must be noted that our courageous leader came on from the bench and was so loud in his leadership during Brackley 
Sports game that the brackley sports striker player squared up to him – our defence stood their giggling as the stand-
off was so comical rubbing foreheads together and we wrongly assumed that Liam was mates with him and knew 
him well, with our leader getting a yellow card.  Double Fine!   
  
 



Felix 
Felix has of late been the source of Jack’s teasing and banter with consecutive and frequent injuries, to his neck, 
hips, knees, ankles – however in his defence this is directly due to many of the rougher teams (Tubb’s 
beloved Buckingham United being one of them) targeting Felix (and Neil in the centre mid)  with Felix coming off 
worse,      due to his quick feet and ability to anticipate/intercept and then play make.  Felix has been the new Paul 
Campbell of the team, consistently playing to high standard, working for the team and a temperament that means all 
around him feel nutured and supported (even when they have scored own goals).  Denton wrote this: “I have to pick 
him as my player of the season, hard as he is an overseas player and not home grown, (German W**Ker) but he has 
shown great determination, tactical insight and leadership qualities and picked the team up and carried them 
through many games.  And his presence is always noticed when he is not in the match day squad which says a 
lot.”    Felix has scored 14 goals for Westbury this season making him 16th highest out of all players in division 2 (out 
of 576). 
  
Paul 
Paul Campbell is the engine that have often said runs twice as much as the rest of the team, and after standing on 
the touch line wishing I had bought the neoprene shorts before playing against Tattenhoe, I adamantly stand by 
this;    The work ethic and work rate is amazing, Paul doesn’t stop putting in tackles, chasing and hassling the 
opposition and looking to receive and then support in  defence and then in attack.  It was lovely to watch Paul in 
action despite being thumped by Silverstone’s first team (who shouldn’t have been playing!!).  We have really 
missed Paul when he was injured and were delighted to see him come back from injury so quickly considering the 
seriousness of the Achilles strain.  Paul has scored 3 goals this season.  
  
Head Coach 
We have gained a Head coach who has revolutionised training, Tubb says: “Fizz treats everyone like a school kid 
(which is great as this is the mentality of ‘young middle aged men’ at football training) and that everyone is keen to 
listen and do what she asks to the best of their ability”.  Everyone at training wants to impress our coach and it is 
definitely not the same on the rare occasion she is not there.   Fizz has trained us from September until April virtually 
every Tuesday, this is a huge commitment and there has rarely been Tuesday that Felicity has not been smiling and 
encouraging us, delivering a high intensity football specific training session but keeping it fun (sometimes even 
getting us to sit on the ball on command).  Fizz is a huge asset to the club and we all really appreciate you. 
  
Plans for next season (Our next steps…) 
A big plus for this season was the purchase of the Westbury football jackets (bought from the funds raised at the 
bingo fund raiser (Thank you to Nigel and Jenny again) and from one 2 one photography contribution), a real symbol 
of cohesion and team spirit worn with pride to every match day. As a committee we have felt that cohesion amongst 
the team has grown as whole, everyone not only welcoming each other and looking forward to seeing members of 
the team but also positively encouraging team mates on and off the pitch. 
  
We had a very productive meeting, on the 24th March where we discussed next season.  Pre-season training will 
start on the Tuesday 18th July (PUT DATE IN CALENDAR) and continue throughout the summer, with focus on fitness 
in preparation for the next season. Offsetting the intense high levels of anticipated fitness from  one session a week, 
we will be doing a repeat curry night in August/September and we also plan to be repeat the fund raiser in early 
November. 
  
Signing on fees are currently frozen at £25 but there will be the option to purchase a training shirt (t-shirt style) to 
compliment the training jacket.  Potentially with NicNames on the back (can negotiate names)? We have already put 
a provisional booking in for the first week of September for Winchester House to get ourselves back training once a 
week in our slot under the lights.  Next step in moving training forwards is to put together a training schedule prior 
to the start of the season where we work on certain elements,  with the Denton, Steve, Liam and Felix (our able 
volunteers – Felix volunteered by Denton) – taking responsibility for mini activities whilst Fizz works with specific 
members of the squad on specified element.  The pre-planned sessions can then be adapted/added to depending on 
the previous Saturday’s performance (Building in drills to improve weaknesses identified).  
  
We are Very lucky tonight to have our president Mr Arthur Clever who played for Westbury for 15 years, is my next 
door neighbour, like to think a close friend and was one of the most avid supporters of ‘the club returning back to 
the Westbury playing field this season’. He has agreed to present the awards to the players this evening – a very 
warm welcome to Arthur.   



  
  
Managers Player of the year 
Having said something nice about the team, it is pleasure to give an award (I wasn’t actually aware of how much the 
awards that I have on my Welsh dresser were actually worth until looked at this with Ted, these awards not only 
deserved but also valuable), the person who deserves this award is someone who joined the team later than most, 
someone who scored hat-trick before I could sub him off, who looks like he is running very fast because he takes 
small steps, but has one of the best work rates (often running up and down and not actually getting the ball), highly 
committed to the team (has stopped playing Sunday to dedicate to Westbury, bought a training Jacket out his own 
money), always has something positive to say and      is always in or around the action when we are attacking, he has 
scored 6 goals (according to fulltime) in the short time he has been playing for Westbury (but assisted in most goals 
scored during the later part of the season), the managers player of the year award goes to Andrew Smith.  Well 
played Smithy.   
  
Most improved Player Award 
We have already spoken about this player, but feel that we need to mention how much he has come on, the drag 
back, little turns, taking players on, defending (and actually getting goal side) winning the ball in the air, he has 
become a footballer, we have been very impressed with how he has come to training, and each week the Head 
Coach has commented, saying he is going to be a really good footballer if he continues… unfortunately he is leaving 
us to go to Manchester – we wish you all the best and also look forward to seeing you back for the odd weekend 
(play some football? Definitely need to play some golf) Most improved player award goes to the charismatic Lewis 
Laws. 
  
Chairmans Award – Felicity  (Speech by chairman) Fizz 
  
Ask the Head coach to stay up and present her award; Richard Denton 
  
Last Award 
Players Player (Speech by Steven…) Felix 
This is the most prized award, recognition from the team, and from every player that you are the stand out player of 
the season, the person that the majority of players felt deserved recognition for his efforts week in week out.   
There were several candidates for this award and feel that they should all be mentioned, Tubbs received a 
vote,  Paul received 2 votes, Neil received 3 votes, Shinna close second received 7 votes but the outright winner with 
14 votes was…..     FELIX LOW – congratulations to our player’s player.  
  
One final award… 
  
Neil – Commitment to club Award (16years) (Speech by Chairman) 
  
Now we come to the THANK YOU’s section 
  
The Village Club 
Sincere thanks go to Jenny and Nigel (and the village club committee) who have supported the club this season, 
working with us so much so that it feels that they are part of the team.  Each home game they have come to watch, 
come back from the game to the club, prepared food for the team and then served our team and often the 
opposition refreshment (It must be noted that Jenny has taken on the role of going and buying the bread and 
chippies now – you are brilliant).   Tonight has been provided free of charge, free bar staff manning the bar.  It is 
amazing to have such generous and reliable people supporting our team, we are very much in your debt – Thank 
you, you are the best and we cannot say this enough.  At this point we should also thank the Bar staff, that are 
working tonight who continue to show how lucky we are as a team to have this facility and raise a glass to the 
Westbury Village Club.  TO the Westbury club. 
  
Boycott Farm 
George and Liz have sorted out the catering again this year and hearty thank you for doing this again, it is lovely to 
have the quality that boycott farm offers and to have you both here with us (know that Liz has come and stood on 
the cold side line watching her man on multiple occasions – thank you for your continued support).  It must also be 



noted that the catering has been done whilst George has been off all over the country and Liz has been working full 
time.  We as club recognise your contribution to it and thank you.  
  
Elli Creative Director 
Thanks go to Elli for the decoration of the hall, the hall look tremendous, very classy and done in the Westbury 
colours, we thank you for your time and the amount of thought and effort that has gone on behind the scenes (I 
believe you actually had whole crafts night with your Friend who help to put this together) and we should all raise a 
glass to the lovely wife of Mr Campbell, creative Director Eli Campbell.   
  
Assistant Manager – Steve Upstone 
Thanks must also go to Steve my assistant manager (many hours are spent telling Steve about the team and Steve 
going yes – that looks good – reassuring me) – Steve who is in responsible for the excellent presentation projecting 
on the wall, who week in week out turns up with another injury and plays his heart out, this is against the wishes of 
his lovely wife, who unbeknown to me, actually told Steve that he was not going to play football anymore now that 
he had little ferny.  I have had many conversations with our chariman about Mr Upstone and how Steve always 
seems to be injured.  Ted said it is fact of life, he is getting old, he will always have back problems; Despite this Steve 
has been my rock and I appreciate your input and support immensely and he has agreed to be assistant manager 
again next year.  
  
Ted (Our chairman) 
Ted – being the chairman and secretary is very much understated and unappreciated job.  I am hoping that Ted 
realises that we really do appreciate what he does for the club – although we don’t go on about it, we all see how 
well the pitch is marked, notice that Ted is always there early to get the nets, flags out before the team arrives, that 
the paperwork and results are done quietly (and water bottles filled/first aid kit checked), without fuss and always 
completed to highest standard, the club runs because of our chairman and as such would ask every to stand 
applaud, the man behind Westbury Football – To our Chairman Mr David Grainge (TED). 
  
Also believe we may need to thank Jenny who is washing up in the kitchen??? 
  
Closing note 
It is interesting to note that the amount of points (33) we got this season is actually very close to the total that we 
got last season (where we finished 5th) with the teams at the top winning significantly more games.  We have 
finished 9th this season, with the final two games still very easy to get players for (too easy as had 5 subs against 
Wing – the match that is often problematic as it is soooo far away).  As a manager, I am very proud of what we have 
achieved this season and last season.  I feel that we have got better this season, but finished lower down the league 
and attribute this to teams around us, but more to the fact that the squad has been hit hard by injury with Jack 
O’Connell leading goal scorer in the league last year (still scored 9 this year) being laid up with an elephant ankle 
(think Steve put a picture of this up), Paul Campbell being out for 5 games with Achilles heel, Neil being injured 
(although he actually let me know he is always injured and that ankle has never actually healed), Steve being injured, 
Liam being injured, George being injured, Greenie being injured and I was injured as well!  
  
Writing this speech, I have enjoyed looking at where we have come from and am looking forward to our future, with 
the players with have in this squad, we could be (injury allowing) and should be looking for a top 3 spot next 
season.  Please can you raise your (likely) empty glasses – To Westbury FC. 
 
STOP THE CLOCK 
 
PHOTOS BELOW  



 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 
 



 


